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1 Introduction
Our environments are increasingly developing as an increasing number of people in the world are
living in cities. The places that are incorporated into human life are thus changing drastically. There is
also an increasingly aging population in the developed world and cities are being built largely with a
working population in mind (Handler, 2014). The relationship between the visitation of places and how
they are associated with health is not yet been fully understood.
Spatial activities have been shown to have multiple effects on health and well-being, especially for
older adults. Some evidence shows that out-of-home mobility is important for the well-being of the older
population and that mobility contributes to overall well-being by delaying the onset of disabilities,
promoting healthy aging, and postponing frailty (Mollenkopf et al., 2011, 2004). The number of visited
places has also been associated with social network size and place visitation patterns with different
personality types (Alessandretti et al., 2018). Isaacson et al. (2017) found a complex relationship between
spatial activity and well-being that needs to be further examined to enhance the understanding of which
spatial activities can benefit the aging population.
Spatial activities are closely associated with places, as places describe the meanings attached to
locations (Tuan, 1975). One type of place may be associated with some specific spatial activity. More
research is needed regarding the types of places that lead to increased well-being in the older population,
which would lead to a greater understanding of the aging population mobility and how it can be improved.
Understanding of the types of places that affect health can also contribute towards a better understanding
of important activities that would allow services to be provided according to the needs of the aging
population.
In previous research, spatial activities in relation to health are often explored through measures such
as the shape of the spatial activity, distance to home, and the duration out of home (Fillekes et al., 2019).
These are simple physical measures without much semantic context. Exploring the relationship between
health and place visitation may provide a more comprehensive understanding. Some studies use travel
diaries or questionnaires to compare the relationship between place visitation and health, e.g., van den
Berg et al. (2019), but this can be very limited and is subject to errors. Place visitations have been modeled
successfully in previous studies using GPS devices, for example, to model tourism behavior (McKercher
et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2017)
In this study, the relationship between place visitation and aging people’s health is explored. So far,
time spending and the effects on health using GPS trajectories have been insufficiently studied, and the
results are inconclusive. We aimed to investigate this relationship by aggregating visited places based on
their semantics derived from the GPS trajectories. The visitation frequencies of the individual and
aggregated places were then compared to health indicators.
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We aimed to find a relationship between the older adults’ place visitation and health. We extracted the
stop episodes with their semantics and used novel aggregation methods to cluster them into lower
granularities. We then compared the relationships between the health indicators and visitation of
individual and aggregated places. This allowed the examination of whether there is a relationship between
health and place visitations as well as which methods can best capture this relationship.
The thesis is part of the MOASIS project, which includes 159 over 65-year-olds participants who
carried GPS loggers for approximately 30 days and were surveyed for mental and physical health. The
data were collected according to the University of Zurich’s Ethics Policy. The participants gave written
consent for the usage of their data.

1.1 Structure of the thesis
The thesis starts with a state-of-the-art literature review (Chapter 2) concerning the spatial activities
of the aging population in relation to health. Chapter 3 introduces the goal of the research. Chapter 4 gives
more details about the structure of the data used in this study and how they were collected. The
methodology section (Chapter 5) first explains how the GPS waypoints were processed and enriched by
places. The following section describes how a variety of place clustering methods were applied to
aggregate places into more general place concepts. These will then be followed by results of the
multivariate regressions between place visitation and health (Chapter 6). Chapter 7 introduces the
limitations of this study and how they might have impacted the results. Chapter 8 concludes the main
findings of the thesis and proposes possible future studies.

2 Related work
2.1 Spatial activities and the relation to health in the older population
Lemon et al. (1972) defined an activity as “any regularized or patterned action or pursuit which is
regarded beyond routine physical or personal maintenance.” They also divided it into informal, formal,
and solitary activities, where informal includes activities with friends, relatives, and neighbors and formal
includes voluntary organizations. Health can be defined as "A state of complete physical, mental, and
social wellbeing not merely the absence of disease or infirmity" (WHO, 2019, 1948). This is a holistic
approach to health that incorporates the quality of life and general wellbeing into the definition. In
gerontology, health is most often considered the primary indicator of wellbeing (Enam et al., 2018).
The activity theory of aging was formally formulated by Lemon et al. in 1972. It proposes that there
is a positive relationship between activity levels and life satisfaction in the aging population. The activity
theory has received mixed results. Lemon et al. (1972) found a positive relation between informal
activities and life satisfaction, but no relationship between formal and solitary activities compared to life
satisfaction was found. Longino and Kart (1982) found a positive correlation between informal activities
and life satisfaction, whereas solitary activities had no effect, and formal activities had a negative effect.
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Enam et al. (2018) discovered a negative relation between the aging population’s time expenditure in
activity participation and self-perceived health and wellbeing. Isaacson et al. (2017) found a relationship
between perceived physical functioning, out-of-home spatial activity, and life satisfaction. However, they
also found that the correlation varied depending on gender and the type of spatial activity measures.
Although activity theory has been used widely as a theoretical reasoning in the literature, it has not
been fully proven empirically (Isaacson et al., 2017). The theory does not state explicitly what types of
activities would be beneficial, but rather that any activity is positive. Nevertheless, many activity types
have been proven to be beneficial for health. Therefore, looking into the types of spatial activity might
show a relation between spatiality and health.
Older adults’ mobility is affected by many factors, such as gender, age, cognitive impairment, and car
access (Habib and Hui, 2017; Shoval et al., 2010). Wong et al. (2018) also added multiple public
transportation measures, such as seat availability, travel fare, and walking and waiting times. Marquet and
Miralles-Guasch (2015) proved that the walkability of the neighborhood environment increases the
duration and frequency of walking in the aging population. Mollenkopf et al. (2004) concluded that: “a
person's physical, economic, social and technical resources as well as the structural resources prevailing
in the area in which he or she lives in, are decisive preconditions of out-of-home mobility.” The ability to
mobility increases also the quality of life for the aging population compared to being housebound
(Farquhar, 1995).
There is a clear link between mobility and health, as it is by definition' ability to move', and thus part
of the overall health. However, examining the GPS trajectories of a person does not only measure their
mobility but also their behavior, which is also associated with health. For example, algorithmically
processed sensor data of social contacts, time spent outdoors, physical activity, and travel habits have been
associated with behavior (Chaix, 2018).
Increased age is generally associated with reduced spatial activities (Bond et al., 2007). The mobility
generally decreases with increasing age due to sensory and physical impairments, together with sociophysical barriers (Mollenkopf et al., 2004). However, this relationship is highly complex and varies
between individuals, groups, environments, and other factors (Schwanen and Ziegler, 2011).
Different types of places and activities have been found to affect health. Places are locations with
affordances attached to them, where affordance is the function that the place provides (Gibson, 1979). For
example, green and blue places have been found to have multiple health benefits, such as lower
psychological distress (Nutsford et al., 2016; van den Berg et al., 2019), stress, depression, and anxiety
(Cox et al., 2017), and higher levels of concentration (Ottosson and Grahn, 2005). Personal preferences
are likely to have an impact on the restorativeness of the environment. Park visitations have been found
to be impacted by the personal nature orientation more than the proximity to a green space (Lin et al.,
2014). The perceived restorativeness of the environment is impacted by personal preferences (Wilkie and
Stavridou, 2013). The perceived biodiversity can have a higher impact on wellbeing than actual number
or species (Dallimer et al., 2012). Therefore, it is plausible that the impact on health by different
environments is impacted by personal views as well. Microscale elements of urban structure can influence
the usability of the environments (Ottoni et al., 2016). Supportive social relationships are especially
3
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important for predicting happiness in the aging population (Baldassare et al., 1984). The subjective quality
of social relationships has been one of the strongest positive correlators of well-being in the aging
population and activity types (Litwin and Shiovitz-Ezra, 2006).

2.2 Place visitation from GPS trajectories
2.2.1

GPS trajectories and semantic enrichment

Movement is one major type of spatial activity. GPS trajectories represent the movements of entities
in real world (Xiang et al., 2016). They allow for examining activity patterns in certain localities and
complex behavioral models (Kwan and Lee, 2003). Trajectories can be enriched with much semantic
information. One way is segmenting into binaries of 'stop' and 'move' series. Stop episodes consist of a
consecutive series of a person’s GPS waypoints labeled as stop points in one location. The stop episodes
are likely to be associated with meaningful activities (Parent et al., 2013). Another way is to use external
geographical context such as points of interest (POIs) for enriching the trajectories and the outputs of the
stop-move detection.
Stops represent the entity's stay in a certain location (Luo et al., 2017). A stop can be defined in
multiple ways, which will affect the final allocation. Many studies include measures such as speed, time,
location, heading change and density, for their definition and thus for their detection methods (Buchin et
al., 2011; Hwang et al., 2018; Krueger et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2017). This research will be guided by
detecting meaningful stops for health research.
A common way to enrich trajectories semantically is to use stops with an assumption that at a stop the
subject is performing some activity in some place (Xiang et al., 2016). When the stops are then attached
to the underlying geography, they become meaningful. Stops can be classified as active and non-active,
e.g., waiting at traffic lights would be a non-active stop (Gong et al., 2015). However, non-activity can be
quite subjective in some cases. Thus, it can be more useful to classify stops as important or unimportant,
depending on the purpose of the analysis (Bermingham and Lee, 2019). It is also possible to use other
information than stops, such as the travel mode, time in transportation, or the form of the trajectory
(Krueger et al., 2015; Lehmann et al., 2019; Ying et al., 2010) to enrich a trajectory semantically.
2.2.2

Stop detection from GPS trajectories

The data used for the stop detection varies. With the current increase in mobile devices, GPS trajectory
data is commonly available, and therefore many studies have been examining stop detection methods
based on purely GPS data (Gong et al., 2015). This has its advantages as the availability of other sensor
data, such as accelerations and recordings, vary depending on the sources.
Stop detection can be challenging due to multiple factors. The GPS devices have imprecision in the
measurements, even in the best conditions (Trajcevski, 2011). The noise only worsens with a cloudy sky,
nearby tall buildings, or other obstructions. Stop detection methods with specific parameters to detect
stops, such as minimum time duration and maximum distance, e.g. (Biljecki et al., 2013; Schuessler and
Axhausen, 2009; Stopher et al., 2008), are particularly sensitive to noise (Hwang et al., 2018). Gong et al.
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(2015) developed a method that considers direction change, time, and density. However, density-based
algorithms are prone to inaccuracies due to signal loss or noise in sparse trajectories. Hwang et al. (2018)
argue that noise in the trajectories can be further combated by using linear interpolation and fuzzy
interference through speed, angle, and circuity.
Another method that combats noise in a trajectory while detecting stops is a moving window (kernel)
approach that determines the homogeneity within the kernel (Das and Winter, 2016; Wan and Lin, 2016).
A moving window is a series of observations that are used to subset the trajectory iteratively. With this
approach, it can be difficult to accurately determine the stops with an arbitrarily defined window. This can
be further combated by detecting a suitable window size from the trajectory automatically (Bermingham
and Lee, 2018).
Depending on the entities studied, the stop definition and optimal parameters vary. For example, a
stop with a car will have higher acceleration and higher speed when moving, compared to walking. A
person on a bus will have small stops along the way as the passengers get in and out, but the specific
person can remain in the transportation mode. Thus, the stop detection method usually depends on the
data used. This makes the analysis especially hard when the dataset contains different types of movement.
Waga et al. (2012) aimed to detect different movement types and stops and highlighted the different speed
profiles between the move and stop episodes based on the activity type. Therefore, many stop detection
methods focus on one or few transportation modes to simplify the detection process, e.g., for buses (Garg
et al., 2018), car, bus, truck, and taxi (Alvarez-Garcia et al., 2010), or taxis (Xiao et al., 2013).
Stop detection methods can be divided into two main categories: static and dynamic methods
(Bermingham and Lee, 2018; Gong et al., 2015). In static methods, places are first derived, then
trajectories are matched to these possible locations, e.g., Alvares et al. (2007). However, this is
computationally very expensive or needs some previous knowledge of the probable stopping locations,
which is most often not available. Dynamic methods, on the other hand, use the spatio-temporal attributes
of the trajectories to categorize the trajectories to stop and movement episodes (Luo et al., 2017). The
dynamic methods can be further divided into speed- (Palma et al., 2008), clustering- (Lv et al., 2016),
centroid-, density- (Gu et al., 2017), or hybrid-based methods (Gong et al., 2015). However, it is
uncommon to use these methods in complete isolation as none of them is solely sufficient to detect stops
accurately.
A hybrid model between the static and dynamic methods can also be used. Often some information,
such as opening times of the stores, can be known, which can be also linked to the probability of visitation.
For example, Luo et al. (2017) used DBSCAN and incorporated automatic detection of a density threshold
and movement ability. They relied on an assumption that during a stop episode the distance between the
first point and the last point of a sub-trajectory segment, is considerably smaller than the sum of all
distances between the points of the segment.
Commonly a dynamic approach uses the density-based clustering to detect clusters of waypoints,
which is a likely stop, e.g. (Hwang et al., 2018, 2017; Luo et al., 2017). However, Bermingham and Lee
(2019, 2018) argue that these methods require many user-defined parameters, such as maximum speed
and minimum time. The selection of these parameters is not a simple task as optimal numbers might vary
5
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depending on the stop definition, transportation mode, etc. Therefore, they propose a probabilistic stop
detection method (POSMIT), which factors in the trajectory's sequential nature.
A common problem of the GPS data is also the noisiness of the data. When there is noise, this can
suddenly increase the speed, decrease the density, and increase the displacement in a short time, which
will often lead to a false classification of a move. There have been many attempts to combat this
uncertainty issue (Gong et al., 2015; Hwang et al., 2018; Tran et al., 2011; Xiang et al., 2016). POSMIT
aims to combat this by using a moving window that calculates the probability of a waypoint being a stop
based on the other points and the variance parameter.
2.2.3

Semantic enrichment on stops for modeling place visitations

The stop episodes' semantics can include different types of data, such as a person's feelings, duration,
conducted activity, etc. (Krueger et al., 2015). For example, semantic data derived from GPS trajectories
are used to detect wandering behavior (Lin et al., 2012), optimize traffic in a city (Brakatsoulas et al.,
2004), detect personally semantic places (Lv et al., 2016), provide personalized place recommendations
(Ruta et al., 2012, p. 20), and infer travel behavior (Shoval and Isaacson, 2007; Zheng et al., 2009). In this
research, we will mainly focus on the place types extracted from Points of Interest (POI). This method of
semantic enrichment can also be called place-matching (Bermingham and Lee, 2019). This is a common
method often used when dealing with GPS data.
GPS data is commonly used to connect places to stop episodes. In comparison to a travel diary, GPS
data is generally easier to collect. In travel diaries there can also be inaccuracies, such as reported arrival
and departure times or entire stops missing (Bohte and Maat, 2009). There is an increasing use of GPS in
semantic enrichment in health research as it has only a small burden to participants, allows for geographic
temporal assessment, personal exposure to areas, and the algorithm-based identification of visited trips
and places (Chaix, 2018).
Databases of POIs and their labels are often used to extract the semantic meaning. The sources for
geographic data include multiple sources, such as Google Places API (Lv et al., 2016), Foursquare (Gu et
al., 2017; Krueger et al., 2015), and AlpsMap (Gong et al., 2018a). Many papers use OpenStreetMap data
(Bermingham and Lee, 2019; de Graaff et al., 2013; Ruta et al., 2012), because it includes user-generated
semantics as place types and can thus be argued to include commonly accepted semantic meanings.
The place-matching methods from GPS trajectories based on the underlying geography can have many
issues. For example, stop episodes associated with multi-story buildings or places close to one another
make the place detection often unreliable as the stop episodes are composed of probable stop points
(Chaix, 2018). Hence, multiple methods for place-matching have been developed.
Many semantic place-matching methods to form stop episodes are based on concepts of machine
learning, such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Bermingham and Lee, 2019; Lv et al., 2016; Shi et al.,
2019a, 2019b, p. 1549-1557; Yan et al., 2011, 2010) or random forest (Gong et al., 2018a), hierarchical
decision tree (Fileto et al., 2013; Krueger et al., 2015), proximity to geometry (Alvares et al., 2007; de
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Graaff et al., 2013) or probability (Celli et al., 2010; Gu et al., 2017). Many models use a combination of
methods, e.g., Gong et al. (2018b) developed a model with DBSCAN-TE and support vector machine.
Deep learning methods are used increasingly in POI detection, but they have inherent issues depending
on the post-analysis. Feng and Timmermans (2016) compared naïve Bayesian, Bayesian network, logistic
regression, decision table, SVM, multilayer perceptron, and C4.5 algorithms and reached good results
with the Bayesian network. HMM models can suffer from data scarcity, which can be combated with
state-sharing of some of the data with all the users while maintaining some of the latent personal states
(Shi et al., 2019b, p.1549-1557). A dynamic Bayesian network includes the temporal aspects of the model
and has been used increasingly in the semantic enrichment of places (Meng et al., 2017) for ship
trajectories: (Wen et al., 2019). Meng et al. (2019) tested different place inference models and concluded
that out of K-nearest neighbor, support vector machine, artificial neural network, and random forest and
dynamic Bayesian network (DBN), and found that the DBN outperformed the other models in most of the
place types based on F measure and accuracy. They also tested if social media popularity measures would
improve the detection accuracy and found that it improved the detection of certain places but decreased
accuracy of other places such as ‘Recreation’ and ‘Transportation’. Probably because these places do not
get as much attention on social media.
The deep learning methods usually incorporate personal information, the trajectory, or overall
visitations to the POIs. However, if the post-analysis includes comparing different POI visitation patterns
between people and trajectories, this could create a bias. These methods could shift the visitations to more
mainstream in terms of all POI counts and leave out the less-visited locations. When considering the other
visited POIs by the same person, it could create a bias for the person to visit more similar POIs in the
model than in reality. One study by Shi et al. (2019a) divided people into four groups based on the diversity
of visited POIs and found that the HMM performed worse with people with high diversity in POIs. In
most of the studies, the goodness of the POI association model is measured through F-measure, recall,
precision, and accuracy. However, these results do not show whether the results are biased and to which
magnitude.
In the case of post-analysis with these measures included, more physical approaches can be used.
However, it has been found that simply taking the nearest POI can lead to average results. However, these
results can greatly improve through many methods (Krueger et al., 2015). Krueger et al. tested different
methods and found that factoring the visitation counts and distances improve the results significantly.
Geometry based methods embed the places to the trajectories based on whether they intersect spatially.
For example, Alvares et al. (2007) developed a SMoT to detect places based on the spatial patterns on the
overlaid geometry, which was further expanded by Moreno et al. (2014) by taking into account the
hierarchy of nested geographies. To combat the missing GPS values inside buildings, the GPS points right
before and after the stop episodes have been used (de Graaff et al., 2016).
A hierarchical decision tree can also be used to match the places. Krueger et al. (2015) used the counts
of the POI types to determine the most likely visited place type. Their model takes the assumption that if
there are many similar places nearby, it is more likely that the person visited one of those places. They
also note that it could be beneficial to take into account the average distances to the different places.
7
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2.3 Place modeling
Place in geography is the subjective meanings added to a space, whereas a location is the exact point
with longitude and latitude. Gibson (1979) states that the different relationships to a place are due to
affordances. The theory of affordances argues that objects, such as places, are seen through what they
provide for humans. For example, a library can provide a place to read and a school provides a place to
learn. It has been shown that locations are stored cognitively by functional groupings of all kinds (Mark
et al., 1999). Just as locations are connected to each other by groupings also their effects on health and
wellbeing can be defined through different groupings.
Another view is the humanistic view that incorporates the understanding of a subjective place into the
research (Hummon, 1992; Tuan, 1979, 1975). Humans attach places with a sense of place which is
constructed through human behavior, the physical environment, and social or psychological processes. It
includes attachment, meaning, and satisfaction towards a place (Kyle and Chick, 2007; Stedman, 2003).
This is influenced not only by the personal relationship with the place, but also through collective identity
construction (Greider and Garkovich, 1994; Stokowski, 2002). The affordance theory can be seen as a
practical part of the sense of place.
A place can be determined in multiple levels of granularity, which determines how specific a place is.
Detail and extent determine the level of granularity with higher granularity being more specific and
smaller scale (Vulchanova and Zee, 2013). Granularities can be defined as classes of spatial and semantic.
Spatial granularity handles the metric granularity, whereas semantic granularity uses the meanings of the
entities that represent the real world (Fonseca et al., 2002).
Different granularity levels in trajectory modeling can influence the results. The places that an
individual has occupied in a certain time frame can vary depending on the granularity. In coarser
granularity, an entity might be staying in one place, whereas in a finer granularity level, this might be
divided into multiple smaller places (Hornsby and Egenhofer, 2002).

2.4 Place clustering
Places can be clustered from a fine granularity to a coarser granularity based on their spatial, temporal,
or semantical similarities. Spatial clustering can be used to identify places that are linked to other places.
According to Tobler's first law of geography, "everything is related to everything else, but near things are
more related than distant things" (Tobler, 1970). Hence, places that are closer to each other are also similar
to each other. Spatial clustering uses most commonly Euclidean distances to measure the differences
between locations. Clustering methods can be divided into partitional, hierarchical, grid-based, modelbased, and density-based methods (Birant and Kut, 2007). Methods for spatial clustering include the
partitioning method such as K-Means, density-based such as DBSCAN, and hierarchical algorithms such
as BIRCH.
In addition to spatial clustering, spatial-semantic clustering has been explored in research. The
methods for the semantic clustering are the same or similar as for the spatial clustering. Deng et al. (2009)
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used DBSCAN to cluster tags with spatial reference to receive semantic information about the location.
Shi et al. (2014) extend DBSCAN for social networks also by considering both the spatial and social
distances and found that it could find social clusters more accurately rather than purely spatial clusters.
Steiger et al. (2016) investigated it using multi-dimensional neural-network-based 'self-organizing maps'
to analyze semantics of geotagged Twitter data and found that there were semantic and spatiotemporal
similarities that could reveal latent urban structures.
DBSCAN works well when the data is low dimensional and the quantifying parameters are known, so
that the density threshold can be effectively defined. This, however, is always not the case. High
dimensional data sets often have a skewed distribution of the data and thus do not scale well for global
parameters. For semantic clustering, the vector distances have to be derived from another parameter, rather
than Euclidean distance as this loses its meaning in high dimensional data. To combat this challenge,
OPTICS was developed by Ankerst et al. (1999) to further improve DBSCAN. Inglese et al. (2017) used
OPTICS successfully for tumor detection from high dimensional data. Nimmo et al. (2017) found that
although PCA combined with DBSCAN is most used in partial discharge activity in power networks, tSNE with OPTICS is more successful at clustering the data. These examples show that although the
combination of t-SNE and OPTICS has not been much used in research, the results are positive. However,
as T-SNE and PCA reduce the dimensionality, they will also lose some of the information.
A way to combat the issues of high dimensionality and the loss of meaning in Euclidean distance is
through hierarchical clustering with cosine similarities. In hierarchical clustering, each data point forms
in the beginning its own cluster and the clusters are then combined iteratively with the method chosen for
the distance measure. This does not require dimension reduction, but as each data point forms initially its
own cluster, it does not scale well to large data sets but works well on relatively small data (Pandove et
al., 2018).

2.5 Embedding and place modeling
Embedding machine learning can help to understand places spatially and semantically. Embedding in
machine learning is a technology that enables modeling of discrete categorical variables as continuous
vectors. Because places are a combination of both spatiality and semantics, it is often necessary to study
them together. As computers do not recognize semantics naturally from human language, vector space
models have been applied for decades to enrich the word information with meaning (Turney and Pantel,
2010). These models are based on the idea that words that occur in similar contexts are also similar to
each other (Harris, 1954), which is a very similar idea to the first law of geography.
Place2vec was developed by and Yan et al. (2017) and is derived from Word2Vec developed by
Mikolov et al. (2013). Place2vec uses the visitation counts and geographic aspects to embed the semantics.
It transforms the place semantics and the actual distances into a high dimensional vector space to combine
the holistic similarities between places. The distances between the places can then be used to analyze the
similarities between places. This model, however, requires a lot of visitation data so that each POI has
multiple visitations, and if the study area is large, this can also become computationally expensive.
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There is emerging research concerning behavioral models based on places. One example is to detect
unusual patterns in normal visitation areas (Tung et al., 2011). Ying et al. (2010) used the longest common
sequence between annotated semantic trajectories to find similar people. Ying et al. (2012) used decision
tree and SVMs to build a multi-level classification model to predict the demographics of the user based
on their mobile usage. This model was then further developed to predict the next semantic place (Huang
et al., 2012). Cao et al. (2020) developed habit2vec to find similar people based on their habits. Habit2vec
embeds the POI visitations for each person with other POIs during a similar time period to derive context.
They then derive a habit vector for each user to then cluster people based on similar habits. A semanticaware HMM was developed to group people based on similar mobility patterns by Shi et al. (2019). They
applied POI type, spatial grid, and temporal hour windows, used this information as latent states for HMM
and von Mises-Fisher to cluster similar people based on the cosine similarity.
There are an increasing number of ‘trajectory to vector’ models developed successfully to model
places and their similarities. They generally aim to model places based on the sequential nature of the
trajectory. Zhang et al. (2020) developed Traj2Vec and classified urban areas effectively based on mobile
trajectory data. Bin et al. (2020) used Traj2Vec to develop a model to simulate user behavior and give
recommendations of places and found their model to outperform the state-of-the-art. Mot2vec was
developed by Crivellari and Beinat (2019) primarily to group similar places together based on trajectory
behavior but can also be used to compare similarities between users. Crivellari and Beinat examined the
performance of Mot2vec on tourism data and found that the model can provide meaningful semantics of
the places and that the visitation patterns can be associated with the tourists’ country of origin when the
averaged vectors were visualized with t-SNE.

2.6 Research gap
In this study, we use semantically enriched trajectories to investigate the relationship between POI
visitation patterns and health indicators. There is increasing research on different POI patterns and their
modeling, and there have been studies with spatial activity comparisons to health, but to our best
knowledge, this is the first study to attempt to combine the two by examining health through POI visitation
patterns with GPS trajectories.

3 Research objectives
Places have different affordances depending on their semantics and location. Therefore, they may also
have different implications on health. By studying participants’ trajectories, we may model the affordances
of the places. According to the activity theory, the total number of visited places would be associated
positively with overall health, although this has been challenged in literature. Therefore, we anticipate that
the total place visitation could be an indicator of mobility and consequently be associated with physical
health. Based on previous literature, we expect that some clustered place types, such as green spaces, are
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associated positively with physical and mental health. In addition, places that have a social setting could
be associated with higher mental health. Physical health is likely to be associated with clusters that indicate
exercise. Through the place clustering, we can see whether certain place types can have a connection with
health in the older population. The data is analyzed through five steps (Figure 9).
The GPS trajectories are segmented into stop episodes and enriched with semantics from POI types.
The stops are then clustered based on their semantics and the visitation order. The multivariate regression
analysis shows the relationship between older adults’ health and the visited places. These steps will be
further elaborated in the following sections.

4 Data
Zurich

Figure 1 The distribution of the observations. The darker shade represents more
observations with a maximum value of 1 million within a cell to represent density.
Observations within the bounding box of Switzerland are included in the image.

The data consists of trajectories of 159 people of over 65 years old. Only participants with reasonable
mobility were included in the study. Each of the participants carried a GPS logger (i.e., a uTrail device)
for about 30 days. These form the GPS trajectories, which include longitude, latitude, timestamp, speed,
number of satellites, altitude, etc., with a sampling rate of 1Hz. Occasionally the records can have longer
time gaps in case of signal loss. The data was stored in the SD card in the uTrail device and downloaded
periodically in two weeks intervals. Participants carried the uTrail device attached on a pocket or a
waistband and charged them overnight. The participants gave written consent to the usage of their data.
Most of the GPS observations are from the Zurich region as the study was conducted in Zurich and
required participants to travel to an in-person meeting (Figure 1).
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Physical health score
composit

Age

Physical health score
Figure 2 Distributions of the health indicators

Participants were surveyed for physical and mental health during the study using different
questionnaires, such as short-form health survey (SF-12) and depressive symptoms score (ADS). The
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health indicators used in this study are the Depressive Symptoms Score, Mental Health Score, Physical
Health Score, and Self-Assessed Health Score (SF-12_01). We also included age and gender in this study
as control variables. The histograms of the survey results can be seen in Figure 2. The nature of the project
required the participants to have a minimum level of cognitive and physical abilities, which would have
affected the distribution of the data. This can also be observed as a slight positive skewness in the health
indicators and as negative skewness with age (Figure 2).
The distribution of observations over time seems to be reliant on the number of participants during
that day (Figure 3 and Figure 4). The distribution over the weekdays seems to be highest at the beginning
of the week and decrease towards the weekend (Figure 3). There does not seem to be a particular season
that would have a higher amount of observations, but rather the observation fluctuations are due to the
number of participants (Figure 4). The period of study is between April and November.

Figure 3 The distribution of all the observations over the weekdays
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Figure 4 The observation count and the person count over the study period

OpenStreetMap (OSM) POIs were used as the resource of places to enrich the staying points. They
include polygons and point features within the boundaries of Switzerland, derived from Geofabrik
(“Geofabrik Download Server,” 2020). OSM also includes other features, such as ‘ways,’ but as these are
generally attached to movements rather than stops, we did not include them into the data. OSM data
includes <"key"=>"value"> pairs for each geographical feature that we used for the analysis, e.g.
<"landuse"=>"residential">. In a data frame structure, the ‘key’ can be either a column of a data frame or
in the column ‘other_tags’ it can also be part of the cell. As the OSM data is user-generated geographical
information, users can keep adding new customized key-value pairs continually to improve the tagging
system. However, there are informal standards such as “Map Features – OpenStreetMap Wiki” which we
used as a guideline for the most common tags (Appendix section A).

4.1 Data pre-processing
GPS data usually includes some noise that needs to be cleaned for specific purposes. We removed the
days that do not have GPS data for a minimum time span of six hours and 1000 observations. The
observation count ensures that there is a minimal number of gaps within the 6h duration. This resulted in
the number of participants to 124 and the valid days to 1193 out of 1506 with any GPS data. The points
outside Switzerland were removed to ensure the POI structure to be similar. The qualified days were then
rechecked if they still qualified after the removal. The number of days was thus further reduced to 1186
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in total with a time span of 23/04/2018 – 12/11/2018. Most of the fluctuation in the observation count is
accounted for by the number of people recording (Figure 4). No participants were removed in the second
round. Later in this thesis, the whole dataset refers to this cleaned version. As we were mainly interested
in stop episodes, data points with speed of over 70m/s were also removed as noise as this is the highest
train speed in Switzerland.
For the statistical analysis, we sampled a subset of the data where all the participants have the same
number of days to ensure that the POI frequency is not increased in certain participants due to higher
availability in GPS data. We compared the number of days/number of the participants in Figure 5. We
tested minimum days of 6 and 12, where the six-day threshold resulted in participants of 88, and the 12day threshold resulted in 53. The statistical analysis was therefore conducted on the six-day random
sample to maintain variety in the participant sample.

Figure 5 The number of people with minimum number of qualified days

The OSM data includes data that is not needed for this analysis and was filtered out. We identified the
keys and tags that are important or unimportant for the analysis and filtered the data based on these. For
the commonly used tags, we used the OSM wiki. These tags can be found in Appendix section A. As a
base rule, we used the likely duration of visitation to filter out the irrelevant tags. For example, a trip to a
‘bin’ is likely to be very short in duration and is not included in our data as part of the potential POIs. We
will discuss further in detail the important stop episodes in the section 5.3. After the semantic enrichment
of stop episodes, we re-filtered the POIs as there were some POIs that were not in the wiki as common
tags but appeared in our data.
Apart from the points and polygons, we also filtered a third class from the OSM data for the land use
polygons. These are generally larger polygons with lower granularity. The filtered OSM data is illustrated
in Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8.
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Figure 6 Polygon POIs derived from GeoFabrik for Switzerland and filtered for land use and nature.
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Figure 7 Polygon POIs derived from GeoFabrik for Switzerland and filtered

Figure 8 Point POIs derived from GeoFabrik for Switzerland and filtered
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5 Methodology
5.1 Overview of workflow
First, a stop detection method was applied (Figure 9a) followed by the stop episode semantic enrichment
(Figure 9c) with the OSM filtered POIs (Figure 9b). Place modeling enabled clustering that aggregated
the places into semantically meaningful groups (Figure 9d). These groups were then used to test whether
there is a relationship between health and place visitation (Figure 9e). The workflow of the methodology
is illustrated in Figure 9 with the simplified workflow on the left side and the different methods expanded
on the right side.
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Figure 9 Workflow illustrated with different sections
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5.2 Definitions
In this section, we define the concepts used in this thesis. We adopted our stop related definitions from
Bermingham and Lee (2019, 2018), as we adapted their methods for the stop episode detection.

Definition 1:
GPS Observation Point, P: an observation in a trajectory with < xi, yi, ti.>, where xi, yi ∈ ℝ2, ti ∈ ℝ+

Definition 2:
Spatio-temporal trajectory, Tst: a series of Pi, where i ϵ ℤ+ and t1 < t2 < … < tn

Definition 3:
Stop point, Pstop: Pi, where Pi ϵ Estop.

Definition 4:
Semantic point, Psem: Pstop, with an annotated label ai, i.e. < xi, yi, ti, ai,>, where ai ∈ A and ∀ Psem ϵ
Esem. A is the finite set of semantic labels based on the data mining results.

Definition 5:
Stop episode, Estop: a homogenous segment in a trajectory that is entirely composed of Pstop that are
spatially and temporally closely recorded, where Estop ϵ Tst. Estop is a set of chronologically consecutive P
<Pi > (start_idx < i < end_idx)

Definition 6:
Semantic episode, Esem: Estop that has been annotated with a semantic label, where ∀ Estop ϵ Tsem

Definition 7:
Semantic trajectory, Tsem: a series of semantic episodes.

Definition 8:
POI and POLOI: point of interest and polygon of interest, respectively, both will be referred to in
this paper as POI for simplification.

Definition 9:
POI type, POItype: semantic label of Esem of POIi

Definition 9:
Total POI count: the count of all the POIs, i.e. |POItotal|

Definition 10:
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POI cluster POIc: a set of POItype that are semantically similar

Definition 11:
POI cluster count: the count of all the POIs in a cluster, i.e., |POIc|

Definition 12:
Unique POIs: the count of the unique POIs within each POIc, where POIi = semantic label of a Esem.

5.3 Segmentation of the data into movements and stops
As stops are related to activities and these activities might be related to health, we focused on stop
episodes and their underlying patterns. Our first goal was to separate the movements of the data to find
the stop points (Figure 9a). Stop episodes are sub-sequencies of a trajectory, when there is little movement
for a minimum amount of time. The movement periods were then discarded.
Identification of stop episodes from a trajectory is most commonly achieved through speed, centroid,
time duration, density, or a hybrid method (Gong et al., 2015). In this research, we applied a hybrid method
to detect stop episodes. First, we used POSMIT function (Bermingham and Lee, 2018) to detect the most
probable stopping points by using spatial displacement as an indicator of the movement. It uses an index
search bandwidth parameter (hi) with a spatial stop variance parameter (hd) to calculate the stop
probabilities through a Gaussian kernel smoothing function which lowers the impact of noise. An indexbased parameter is used instead of a temporal bandwidth to account for losses in GPS signals.
POSMIT requires three parameters: hd, hi, and minimum probability. We estimated the hd by
visualizing 20 sample trajectories’ speed distribution and located the common elbow point (Figure 11).
Bermingham and Lee (2018) included a method to automatically detect the hi and the minimum probability
from a trajectory, which was also applied in this paper. It is possible to estimate these based on trial and
error. However, as our trajectories are very large and variable, we estimated them for each person, which
allowed detecting better user-specific movement rather than basing the parameters on a few users or the
average. The method for hi calculates the sizes of the subsequences in the trajectory where the hd is smaller
than the defined parameter, takes the median of all the sizes, and divides it in half (as the hi is used for
both directions). The minimum probability is then calculated by clustering the stop probabilities calculated
in POSMIT, to form two clusters based on K-Means. Then an average is calculated between the maximum
value of the stop cluster and the minimum value from the move cluster. A sample trajectory illustrating
the derived stop episodes through POSMIT is illustrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 10 A sample trajectory. It shows three longer and wider stop episodes as well as
some smaller denser areas that are most likely traffic lights.

Figure 11 The distance distribution of the GPS points for each person. The elbow point is used
to detect the hd -value used in the POSMIT method. A common elbow point is detected and
shown in the figure by the red dashed line at 20m level.
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Figure 12 Transformation from trajectory to stop episodes with POSMIT

After POSMIT the stop episodes were further cleaned to derive the meaningful stop episodes for this
analysis by specifying the minimum duration of 3 min and maximum speed of 3m/s. As can be seen in
Figure 13, this cleans most of the ‘tails’ of the stops that occur at the beginning and at the end of the
movements.

Figure 13 Stop episode cleaning with maximum speed

To successfully apply semantic enrichment, it is important that the stop episodes are sequences of tstart
and tend, where tn-1 end > tn-1 start and without classifying one stop episode or multiple stop episodes.
Especially with noisy data, the sequences easily get split as the algorithm detects outlier GPS points as
movements. To combat this, we used an adapted method from Bermingham and Lee's (2019) “SeCluster”
-method. We combined the stop episodes that are consequential and within 100 meters distance of another.
As can be seen from a sample Figure 14 this combines many of the stop episodes that are spatially very
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close or even on top of each other. This is important in order to derive the correct frequencies for the later
analysis.

Figure 14 SE-clustering to combine stop episodes together based on consecutiveness and distance. Each individual stop episode is
marked with a numerical label. From the bottom right corner and top left corner can be seen that there are multiple stop episodes
directly on top of each other.

The minimum time periods for stop episodes vary between few minutes to hours (Parent et al., 2013).
We used a 30-min minimum threshold that was also used in the approach by Bermingham and Lee (2019),
together with POSMIT to derive meaningful stops. This excluded traffic-related stops that are not
meaningful for the analysis (Figure 15).
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Figure 15 Cleaning of the stop episodes based on minimum time. In this sample image we can see that most of the traffic related small
stops are filtered out, as they are not considered meaningful,.

Figure 16 The final stop episodes for the sample trajectory with the consecutive labelling

Our parameter selection is motivated by selecting meaningful places. Hence, we aimed to initially
detect even smaller stops and then further discard them based on whether they are unimportant for the
analysis. We will discuss further in the following sections the selection of meaningful stop episodes as we
discuss the enrichment of the stop episodes with the semantics.
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5.4 Enriching the semantics of the stop episodes by POI types
Stop episodes are commonly used for trajectory semantic enrichment with the assumption that the stop
episode includes an activity. The semantic enrichment of the activities from stop episodes is often done
through the place visitation, e.g., if a person visited ‘restaurant,’ this can indicate the affordance of the
place. However, the activities nor the semantics do not always provide useful information. For example,
a person waiting at traffic lights is most often not important for the analysis but can be defined as a stop
(Gong et al., 2015). As we discussed during the literature review, places occur in different granularities
and entail an infinite amount of possible semantics. Therefore, we needed to extract the meaningful places
with the most useful semantical information for our analysis.
During the pre-processing of the data, we separated the OSM POIs into points, polygons, and land use
polygons and filtered them based on tags. As some places are not meaningful for most ordinary aged
people, we needed to filter these out. We set the important semantic information based on their normal
visitation period. A stop at a bin or traffic lights would be very short and not relevant to our analysis as
this study focuses on the more prevalent place visitations. A bench, on the other hand, would have too
small granularity for our purposes.
We used the filtered OSM data to enrich the semantics of the stop episodes. Figure 18 illustrates a
small area with the point POIs and polygon POIs are shown with yellow dots and purple polygons,
respectively. As can be seen from the image, there can be multiple point POIs within a polygon POI, and
sometimes this could lead to problems if only point POIs were taken. For example, Figure 17 illustrates a
possible scenario where most of the stop points are inside a building block. However, if only point POIs
were taken, this would result in the store, rather than the building block. This could be acceptable if the
trajectories entailed mainly these types of features, but since out trajectories include everyday life, with
the participants’ residences, these types of features are important for the analysis. Polygons also include
features such as ‘park’ and ‘farm’ which cannot be represented with a point. Figure 19 further illustrates
some problems with taking the nearest neighbor of the centroid of the stop episode, as we would not
associate these stop episodes with the joined POIs. Using a centroid can also lead to some problems, as
centroids can be overly affected by ‘tails’ of the stop episode that occur at the beginning or at the end of
the stop episode, as discussed in Section 5.3.
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Stop points

Figure 17 A possible stop episode with most of the stops inside the building

Figure 18 A sample image of the polygon POIs and point POIs. Some of the polygons include
multiple points and some include none. The polygons are not associated with the information about
the points. This makes it challenging to associate the stop episodes to the correct feature.
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Figure 19 Possible stop episodes where the centroid of the stop episode is illustrated in white and the
associated POI in red. When simply taking the nearest neighbour, this can lead to issues as taking POI from
another building or considering only the centroid which can distort the shape of the stop

Taken that there were some irrelevant place semantics, there were also semantics that were more
relevant than others for our purposes. For example, a café would be relevant, whereas the information that
the café has a toilet was not. Therefore, we set a semantic hierarchy to define the order of the semantics
that are meaningful, which was then used to extract the correct tags from OSM data. To derive the most
relevant tags, we used a similar method to Bermingham and Lee (2019), where they added weights to the
tags as a descriptiveness score. We set a similar hierarchy to theirs and overwrite the previous tags if tags
with a higher hierarchy level tag was present. To see the full hierarchy of the semantics, please refer to
Appendix section C.
The enrichment of semantics of the stop episodes with POIs was done by using a mixed model, which
takes into account the distance and the duration of the nearest neighbor (as done by Ruta et al. (2012)).
This assigns spatial semantics, e.g., name and social function of a place, to the stop episodes. There are
also many models that use deep learning to connect the most likely POI to the stop episode. However,
these models incorporate other information to the model as well, such as the other POIs visited by the
same person or by other people, and this would create an inherent bias towards certain POI types and
visitation patterns. As we compared these precise visitation patterns of POI types between different
people, if the data were biased in this way, it would have carried on to our final conclusions. Thus, we
used a more physical model.
Our adapted model iterates over each stop episode to calculate the most likely POI associated with it
based on a mixed model with a hierarchical decision tree. First, we calculated all the distances of stop
points to each nearest point POI. We calculated the intersection of both the land use polygons and normal
polygons for each stop point. We then assigned each stop episode to three POIs (point, polygon, and land
use polygon) by calculating the most common POI from POIs associated to stop points. We then compared
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the different POIs by comparing the median distances to point POIs, the counts of the POIs, and the sizes
of the polygon POIs, in case of an intersection of polygon POIs. This is done with a hierarchical decision
tree where the POIs need to have a certain amount of associated stop points within a certain distance to be
selected. The full code and the thresholds associated with the different POI types are shown in the
Appendix section G with the pseudo code of the semantic enrichment. A sample trajectory of the stop
episodes with the associated POIs is shown in Figure 20 where ‘landuse residential’ is a land use polygon
POI and ‘shop garden_centre’ is a point POI.

Figure 20 A sample result of semantic enrichment

5.5 Place modeling and clustering with the embeddings
We modeled the place similarities through the sequential pattern of stop episodes (Figure 9c and d).
Traj2Vec enables modeling of the types of places through their position in the trajectory by adapting a
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machine learning technique from a word-based system. We then clustered the outputs of the modeled
places using hierarchical clustering. We used complete-linkage clustering, which initially treats each
observation as a separate cluster and then iteratively combines the observations together based on the
distance, for which cosine similarity was used. We used all the days that had a minimum of 6h of data,
which resulted in 124 participants that had at least one day included.
Traj2Vec (Zhang et al., 2020) is based on Word2Vec, which models the word similarities through
textual input and the context in which the word appears. Word2Vec models the context related to the
word, so for example, in a case of synonyms, their context would often be similar. Therefore they would
also be very closely modeled in the vector space. In a trajectory, this would mean, for example, that a
person is going to a store, but the type of store does not matter. Therefore a corner store, a supermarket,
and a grocery store would get similar vectors. The assumption here lies that people would have similar
types of trajectories for similar functions. This could also help to derive the functions that are similar in
affordance but might not be similar in the ‘common sense’ human semantics. For example, if people would
use forest or a library in the same way, e.g., they can both be relaxing, and thus similar in their relationship
with health, although forest and library are very different in their ‘common’ semantics. Word2Vec takes
sentences as input to create high dimensional vectors for each word, whereas Traj2Vec takes the sequences
of places as an input and creates a vector for each place. We tested aggregating places by days as sentences
vs. persons as sentences. We aimed to model the frequent semantics across our sample of different place
similarities based on their occurrence in the trajectories with Traj2Vec.
For the place embedding with Traj2Vec, we used a minimum count of five, as these POIs could be
outliers, with 20 dimensions, window size of five, and Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) model. CBOW
uses the surroundings to predict the target object, in comparison to Skip-gram, which predicts the
environment rather than the target. This is further illustrated with place names in Figure 21, where the
‘pharmacist’ has been replaced with a ‘chemist shop’ in the semantic trajectory that provides essentially
the same function and the environment. CBOW is more accurate with frequent elements rather than
infrequent ones, and as we are modeling the frequency of the place visitations, the very infrequently visited
places are not of high importance for this analysis. For the clustering, we used hierarchical clustering as
it does not require dimensional reduction which would lose information and works well with mediumsized data. For the hierarchical clustering, we used complete linkage with the cosine similarity as
Euclidean distance loses its meaning in high dimensions. The illustrations of the dendrograms were
created with ‘scipy cluster hierarchy’ python module, and the cluster tags were then derived by using
‘sklearn cluster’ module.
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Figure 21 Illustration of CBOW with place names

After the place embedding, the hierarchical clustering aggregated the visited POI types to groups
according to their similarity and relatedness using the outputs from Traj2Vec. This allowed the
examination of the relationship between different clusters and health. Rather than classifying the places
as specific places with only the tag names from OSM, the places were classified according to their spatial
context within a trajectory and the function. The similarities of the place vectors were then measured by
using cosine vector space similarities. This added a lower granularity dimension to the data that could be
analyzed statistically.
The relevance of moving between granularities can be illustrated, for example, when considering ‘the
University Hospital in Zurich,’ which is one group of buildings with an exact address, whereas ‘a hospital
in Zurich’ has lower granularity. Different granularities are used for different purposes, and sometimes it
is not necessary to define which hospital, but the knowledge of a hospital would be sufficient. Another
way would be to model the relaxing places or the stressful places together. To move between granularity
levels, specialization or generalization is required (Fonseca et al., 2002). This study is concerned about
generalization, and thus, we added lower levels of granularity to the visited places. Using vectors extracted
from the trajectories’ sequences, we were able to move to a lower granularity level by clustering the places
together that are similar in their surrounding trajectories.
The importance of clustering place types is highlighted when there are many places that have only
very few visitations. Often some of the POIs are visited very often, whereas some very rarely. This can
lead to problems when testing for correlation in skewed data. Therefore, moving to a lower granularity
level can combine some of the more rarely visited POIs together and thus reduce some of the skewness
which makes the statistical analysis possible.
We also adapted the Mot2vec model from Crivellari and Beinat (2019), who used it to visually analyze
the vector spaces between the users. Mot2vec averages all the place vectors that a participant has visited
and thus creates each participant a vector, which can be used to compare the individuals between each
other. Their method also includes the visitation times by splitting the days into time intervals, which are
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then associated with a place. We used the sequences of POIs rather than timestamped sequences as this
reduces the possible errors in the timing of the start and end times of the stop episodes as well as allows
us to compare the outputs from the Traj2Vec place modeling based on the same place vectors. Therefore,
for each participant, from the sample that we used for our statistical analysis, we averaged the visited place
vectors for each participant and visualized them with t-SNE with different hues based on the health
indicator values.
To compare the modeled clusters of Traj2Vec, we also modeled the clusters based on ‘common sense.’
These are clusters that a person would associate together based on their label similarities intuitively. To
find an exhaustive list of the POI allocation into these clusters, please see the Appendix Section C. The
modelling tests, whether this type of clustering is meaningful to the semantic place modeling.

5.6 Multivariate regressions between the place visitations and health indicators
Multivariate regression models (Figure 9e) were conducted between the different types of places and
health indicators to investigate whether they are related to health through frequency. For all the models,
we tested the skewness of the variables, and if the variables were overly skewed, they were excluded from
the models. However, sometimes the skewness of the variable could be reduced to an acceptable level by
using log or cube transformation. Thereafter, we used forward and backward selection to select the most
important variables. We included age and gender to all of the models as control variables, although in
some cases, they were excluded during the forward and backward selection. All the models were
conducted with the statistically valid sample of six random days from each participant. We used HC1
robust standard errors to minimize the effect of the outliers.
We conducted the statistical analysis through the following steps: First, we compared the individual
POI types and their relation to the health indicators to see whether there are specific place types with a
relationship to health. This also acted as a baseline for the cluster models. We tested for the skewness of
the POI types to see if the POI types can be used for the models. Second, we regressed the variety of the
different POI types and the total count of POI types visited. To estimate variety, we took the count of all
the unique POI types for each participant, whereas the total count was measured by the number of all of
the visited POI types per participant. These measures were then used in a multivariate regression with the
health indicators. Third, we compared the correlations between different levels of hierarchical clusters and
health indicators. We moved from lower levels of clusters to higher levels to investigate whether certain
clusters have a particular relationship with health. We took POI cluster counts of 30, 20, 14, and 8, as
these seem to have small breakpoints. We then compared the POI cluster counts of the participants to the
health indicators. Lastly, we compared our results to ‘common sense’ cluster regression. The common
sense clusters were created to mimic semantic associations that humans intuitively have of place types.
This intuitive taxonomy of clusters can be seen in Appendix Section C. We used ‘key’ as a primary
indicator of the semantic meaning as well as their common function. Here we also calculated the POI
cluster counts for each person and compared the frequencies of each cluster with the health indicators.
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6 Results
6.1 Preprocessing results: Trajectory segmentation and enrichment
In the trajectory segmentation, we separated the movements from the stops. Figure 22 illustrates that
stops generally have very low speeds and movements have a larger range of speeds. There are also some
low speeds in the movement, which emphasizes that speed-based parameters have problems with detecting
low speed stops when a person is walking, for example. We can also see some noise in the stop detection
as some stop observations have relatively high speeds. However, this is unlikely to cause any issues due
to the nature of our semantic enrichment which is not sensitive to single observations.

Figure 22 The frequencies of speeds between stops and moves. The image is capped to 15m/s, however, there are scattered
speeds of up to 70m/s in the moves.

Figure 23 shows that most of the stop episodes are from the Zurich region, which is also where most
of the GPS way point observations are from.
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Figure 23 All the centroids of the stop episodes

Traj2Vec creates place embeddings based on sentences. The hierarchical clustering was used to
examine the results of aggregation of sentences by days vs. persons. Aggregating place sequences by days
resulted in very poor skewness (as can be seen in the histograms in Figure 24), possibly due to the nature
of the data. Aggregating by persons as sentences reduced the skewness (Figure 25). Figure 24 and Figure
25 show that towards lower granularity, i.e., towards the right side of the image with smaller clusters, the
skewness generally increases as there are fewer observations in general.
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Figure 24 Dendrogram of the hierarchical clusters using aggregated places of days as sentences. Histograms show the
distribution of visitation frequencies

Figure 25 Dendrogram of the hierarchical clustering using aggregated places of persons as sentences. Histograms show the
distribution of visitation frequencies
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6.2 Comparison between the statistical sample and participants without sufficient GPS
data
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Figure 26 Comparison of histograms between participants with sufficient data and insufficient GPS data available
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Only a part of the data was incorporated into the statistical analysis to ensure that all the participants
in the statistical analysis have enough GPS data. We took random six days from days that had a minimum
of 6h availability from 88 people. This left 65 people who did not have sufficient GPS data for the
statistical sample. To make sure that there was no difference between the people that had more GPS data,
we tested for the different health indicators and whether they were significantly different. The histograms
and the t-values are illustrated in Figure 26. Only gender showed a statistical difference in our groups,
which could be due to the relatively small sample size. However, as shown later sections, gender has very
little impact on our models.

6.3 The relationship between individual POI types and health
The frequencies in the POI visitations are highly skewed (Figure 27). These frequencies are from the
days that had a minimum of six hours of data per day and were used for Traj2Vec model training.124
participants were thus included as these had at least one day that fulfilled the criteria.

Figure 27 Frequencies of the place visitations. The visitation counts are highly skewed, and the frequency is
logarithmic to allow some comparison also of the lower values. The minimum count is five which is also used for the
Traj2Vec training.
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The individual POI types are highly affected by skewness. Therefore only nine POI types could be
selected for the regression model even after log or cube transformation. After forward and backward
selection six POI types were included in the models, as can be seen from Figure 28. The other three that
were not included are: ‘building’, ‘landuse residential’, and ‘leisure park’. The results show some
correlations between the health indicators and POI type visitation. ‘Forest’ and ‘nature’ are both associated
with higher mental health and ‘nature’ with lower depression. ‘Fastfood’ is associated with lower mental
and physical health, whereas a ‘café’ with higher mental health. The correlations are generally very weak
as R2 is especially small in other models other than in the mental health model.

Figure 28 Regression results of the individual POI types.

6.4 The number of unique and total visitations of POI types and the relation to health
We tested the correlations between having a higher number of unique POI types, and the number of
total POI types visited within the six day period. As after forward and backward selection neither of these
variables showed any correlation with health, Figure 29 shows all the coefficients, which are all
unsignificant after controlling for age and gender.
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Figure 29 Regression results of the variety and the total number of POI visitations.

6.5 The relationship between the hierarchical clusters of POI types from Traj2Vec and
health
6.5.1

30-Clusters of POI types scenario

Figure 30 shows the cutoff point for the clusters. With a high number of clusters, we aim to cluster
together only the places that are very similar. After forward and backward selection, eight clusters have
been selected for the regression models. The clusters that have been selected for the models based on
relatively low skewness can be seen in the Appendix section D. We can see from Figure 31 that many of
the clusters combine together places that we would not normally assign in the same clusters. This
illustrates the idea that places can have similarity in a trajectory without being necessarily similar in the
names of the places. Table 1 shows the health indicators associated with the clusters. Appendix Section E
shows all the clusters and their POI types. We can see that R2 has improved in the SF12_01 and ADS in
comparison to the individual POI-model.
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+Physical 8**
+Mental 16**
-Physical 16***
+Physical 13**

-SF12_01 11**
+Mental 1***

Figure 30 Cutoff for 30-clusters at the red dashed line, where the POI types that are joined on the right side of the line are
combined in a cluster.
Table 1 30-cluster model’s clusters selected to the multivariate models and the POI types of the clusters

Cluster 1

Cluster 8

Cluster 11

+Mental ***

+Physical **

-SF12_01 **

landuse
forest
tourism
museum

.
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public_transport
platform
leisure park
landuse
meadow

amenity
kindergarten
shop hairdresser
public_transport
station

Cluster 5

amenity
social_facility
amenity
hospital
shop bakery
landuse
railway

Cluster 16

Cluster 13

+Mental **
-Physical ***

+Physical **

amenity
bank
landuse
farmyard
landuse
retail

shop
supermarket
landuse
cemetery
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Figure 31 Regression results of the 30-clusters

6.5.2

20-Clusters of POI types scenario

Figure 32 shows the cutoff for the 20-clusters where the cutoff has been now moved towards the left,
and more POI types are joined together on the right side. Some of the previous clusters from the 30clusters are also present in the current regression models after filtering for skewness and backward and
forward selection. Clusters 1330-cluster and 1630-cluster have now been combined into Cluster 1420-cluster that
does not have a significant relationship with the health indicators, whereas 1330-cluster had a positive and
1630-cluster negative association with physical health. Cluster 830-cluster remains as 820-cluster and has a
significant positive relationship with physical health, as well as Cluster 130-cluster is equal to Cluster 420cluster
and has the same positive relationship with mental health. Cluster 1130-cluster, is dropped from the
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models. Cluster 530-cluster, which was previously not significant in the 30-cluster scenario, has been
combined with another cluster and is significant with a negative association with physical health.

+Physical 8*

+Mental 1**

+Mental 4***
-Physical 0*
+SF12_1 0**

Figure 32 Cutoff for 20-clusters at the red dashed line, where the POI types that are joined on the right side of the line
are combined in a cluster.
Table 2 20-cluster model’s clusters selected to the multivariate models and the POI types of the clusters

Cluster 4

Cluster 3

+Mental ***

landuse
forest
tourism
museum
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amenity
restaurant
amenity
school

Cluster 0

Cluster 1

Cluster 8

-Physical *, +SF12_1 **

-Physical **

+Physical *

amenity
social_facility
amenity
hospital
tourism
guest_house
shop bakery
landuse railway
amenity
car_sharing

public_transport
platform
leisure park
landuse
meadow

building
apartments
landuse
commercial
landuse
winter_sports

Cluster 14
shop
supermarket
landuse retail
amenity
bank
landuse
cemetery
landuse
farmyard
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Figure 33 Regression results of the 20 clusters.

6.5.3

14 Clusters of POI types scenario

The 14-cluster scenario’s clustering cutoff, table for the allocation of POI types in the clusters, and the
correlation table are shown beneath. The only significant explanatory variables are Cluster 014-cluster and
Cluster 814-cluster. Cluster 814-cluster is the same as Cluster 020-cluster. Cluster 014-cluster encompasses a large
number of POI types. It includes POI types, such as hospital and social facilities that have been negatively
associated with health in previous models as well. It also includes other health-related POI types such as
chemist and doctors, which were previously not included due to too high skewness. ‘shop clothes’ and
‘amenity bar’ make another cluster that had also not been previously included due to skewness but is now
included in the Cluster 014-cluster as well.
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- Physical 0**

+ SF12_1 8**

Figure 34 Cutoff for 14 clusters

Table 3 14-cluster model’s clusters selected to the multivariate models and the POI types of the clusters

Cluster 2

Cluster 0

Cluster 6

Cluster 1

- Physical **

amenity
restaurant
amenity school
amenity
post_office
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amenity
social_facility
amenity hospital
tourism
guest_house
landuse allotments
shop clothes
shop bakery
shop chemist
landuse railway
leisure common
amenity bar
amenity
car_sharing
building residential
amenity doctors

Cluster 8
+ SF12_1 **

shop
supermarket
landuse retail
amenity bank
landuse
cemetery
landuse
farmyard

public_transport
platform
leisure park
shop kiosk
amenity
fast_food
landuse
industrial
landuse meadow
amenity
pharmacy
leisure
playground
tourism hotel
sport tennis

building apartments
landuse commercial
landuse
winter_sports
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Figure 35 Regression results of the 14 clusters

6.5.4

8 Clusters of POI types scenario

The 8-cluster scenario divides the POI types into two larger groups, three small groups, and three
single POI types. We can see that Cluster 3 is the same as Cluster 814-cluster and Cluster 020-cluster. The Cluster
28-cluster combines Cluster 014-cluster, Clusters 120-cluster and 420-cluster and the Cluster 1130-cluster. Three of the
four clusters correspond with the same correlations as Cluster 08-cluster. The R2 is very low in other models
than the physical health model, which is also lower than that of the 14-cluster scenario. Overall, the models
show that the R2 generally decreases with higher levels of clustering, although individual POI-model had
very low R2 values.
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+ Mental 2**
- Physical 2*
+ SF12_1 3**

Figure 36 Cutoff for 8-clusters
Table 4 8-cluster model’s clusters selected to the multivariate
models and the POI types of the clusters

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

+ Mental **
- Physical *

+ SF12_1 **

landuse forest
amenity social_facility
amenity cafe
amenity hospital
tourism guest_house
landuse allotments
shop clothes
shop bakery
shop chemist
landuse railway
sport gymnastics
leisure common
amenity kindergarten
amenity bar
amenity car_sharing
tourism museum
tourism viewpoint
building residential
shop hairdresser
public_transport station
amenity doctors
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winter_sports
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Figure 37 Regression results of the 8-clusters.

Table 5 shows how many POI types were selected to the models after omitting the variables for too high
skewness. The number of individual POI types selected increased somewhat linearly. This shows that
clustering enables the modeling of the more skewed place visitations and thus a higher variety of POI
types.
Table 5 The number of POI types selected for each cluster model

47

Individual
POI types
(53)

30-clusters

20-clusters

14-clusters

8-clusters

9

30

37

46
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6.6 The relationship between Mot2vec and health
Mot2vec was used to detect visual similarities between the participants with similar average place
embeddings and the health indicators. Figure 38, Figure 39, Figure 40, and Figure 41 show that although
there can be some visual clusters detected in the averaged place vectors for each participant, these do not
show similarities with the health indicators. There are also no visual patterns within the clusters of the
health indicators.

Figure 38 Averaged vectors per participant with the hue based on Physical health indicator.
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Figure 39 Averaged vectors per participant with the hue based on Mental health indicator.
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Figure 40 Averaged vectors per participant with the hue based on SF-12_01.
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Figure 41 Averaged vectors per participant with the hue based on Depressive symptoms score

6.7 The relationship between common sense clusters and health
The common sense cluster (Appendix C) correlations are in line with the literature. ‘Exercise’ is
associated with lower depressive symptoms and ‘Green/blue space’ with higher physical health and also
with decreased depressive symptoms. The variety of different clusters is associated with decreased
physical health, whereas the total number does not have a significant relation. Interestingly eating out is
associated with increased depressive symptoms. This could be because eating out-cluster includes fast
food. However, as we saw in the individual POI-model, ‘restaurant’ had a negative association on mental
health, whereas ‘café’ had a positive. It could be that they cancel each other out. Health cluster includes
POI types such as ‘hospital’, ‘doctor’, and ‘pharmacy’. This cluster has an insignificant association with
depressive symptoms. However, it was significant before controlling for age, which indicates that these
visitations are more related to age rather than depressive symptoms. Many of the clusters were not
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included in the model after the forward and backward selection. The removed clusters are: ‘Education’,
‘Residential/building’, ‘Retail’, ‘Tourism’, and ‘Public transport’.

Figure 42 Regression results of the common sense clusters

7 Discussion
Some of the individual POI types are correlated with health, but the investigation of this is highly
limited as the data is very skewed. Thus, some clustering method is needed to reduce the skewness. The
POI types that were associated with health were ‘fastfood’, ‘forest’, ‘café’, and ‘nature’ with relatively
reasonable associations. We could not find proof that the overall frequency of visiting places would be
associated with health. This is in line with the literature and that the association between health and place
visitations is not a clear linear relationship of ‘visiting more places is better’, which was, however, the
core idea of the activity theory. Variety with individual POI types was not significant, but there was an
association with the variety of ‘common sense’ clusters with decreased physical health.
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Within hierarchical clustering, if there was a relationship within a higher-level cluster and health, this
was often similar to at least one of the lower level clusters. Together with the note that the R2 decreases
with larger clusters, it could be that this higher-level relationship is mainly influenced only by these few
lower-level clusters. Table 5 showed that the skewness reduction can be achieved with relatively small
levels of clustering. As we can see the 30-clusters includes most of the POI types, whereas the comparison
of individual POI types includes only nine. It is possible that the improvement of the clustering is greatest
when combining only a few most similar POI types together to reduce skewness sufficiently.
When using clustering methods, there can be issues in interpreting results. When the clusters are not
obvious, this can lead to results where there are significant results, but the reasons for the relationships
are very ambiguous, which can result in having noise in the cluster without being aware of this. This can
also be an issue with more semantically obvious clusters. For example, when using green spaces as a
cluster, it could be that it is a certain type of green space that has a relationship with health, e.g., more
rural rather than urban or more social rather than solitudinal space.
For the common sense clusters, which entail only 10 clusters, the R2 values are similar to the ones at
30-clusters, which had the highest R2 values of the hierarchical cluster models. This shows that the
hierarchical clustering with Traj2Vec did not improve the semantic modeling of place visitations in
relation to health. There are a couple of possible reasons for this: There could be other semantic
information that needs to be associated with the places for them to become meaningful. For example, our
adapted model of Traj2Vec does not take into account the time of the day or the actual function performed.
As we have discussed, there can be many possibilities for semantic enrichment of places. This makes
capturing the meaningful part for the analysis challenging. It could also be possible that the semantics of
a place attributed by an individual are important. Here we modeled the places based on all of the
participants’ trajectories, but it is possible that one would need to include a personal element to the model.
The results from Mot2vec showed that the averages of the place vectors across the users did not have
a relationship with health. This could be a result of the Traj2Vec modeling and low performance in
capturing the important semantics. However, this could also be an indication that it is only a few place
types that are associated with older adults’ health. This is consistent across the different number of clusters,
as only a few place clusters have correlations with the health indicators. It is also in line with the individual
POI types and the ‘common sense’ clusters as many clusters had to be discarded for the best model in
forward and backward selections. The few associations with POI types could also be more pronounced in
older adults as they are generally less spatially active.
As we predicted, some of the POI types are positively associated with health, whereas others are
negatively associated. Across the models, there are some correlations, although many of them are quite
weak and inconsistent. Although, many relationships were weak, they seem to be logical, for example,
‘café’, ‘nature, and ‘forest’ have a positive association with mental health, whereas fast food has a negative
association. Visitation frequencies to hospital and social facilities were found to be negatively associated
with physical health in some clusters, but they did not hold the significance in a smaller cluster, which
would indicate that the significance might be resulting from the other POI types. Green spaces seemed to
be consistently associated with increased mental health overall, which is shown in the individual POI,
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small hierarchical clusters, and the ‘common sense’ clusters. The green space elements were more often
associated with increased mental health than physical health and were prevalent even when controlling
for age. Taken into account that participation in the study required a certain level of mobility, it is unlikely
that increased visitation of green spaces would be associated with higher mobility. There is an abundance
of literature on green spaces and health, whereas for other places there are only few studies. This could
also be an indication most other places do not have such clear correlations.
It is very likely that there are other semantics that need to be explored to discover correlations between
place types and health. There seems to be correlations between certain types of places and health, but the
question still arises of which places and what semantics are important to find this correlation. It could be
that in place modeling in relation to health, the personal attitudes matter more than the shared semantics
of a place, or the sense of place more than the affordance.

8 Limitations
8.1 GPS sensor data quality
The usage of GPS sensors poses multiple limitations. The sensors have problems with accuracy and
missing observations. In the data, there were big observation gaps due to the missing GPS waypoints that
caused some participants to have less valid daily data, which is a common problem in similar studies
(Chaix, 2018). We combated this by using six random days of sufficient data from each person for the
statistical part. Increasing the number of days to 12 decreased the participant numbers to 53 and did not
increase the POI visitations enough to justify the reduction in participant variability. The statistics of the
included vs. excluded people show there is no bias between the two groups. However, the exclusion of
the participants might have reduced the variability in the sample. This is also likely to have caused higher
skewness in the place visitation rates than would have been in a more long-term sample. The Traj2Vec
modeling could have also been be affected by the limited number of days that were included to the model.
For the Traj2Vec modeling we used all the days that had sufficient data which increased the available data
somewhat in comparison to the statistical sample.
GPS devices’ have some uncertainties in the measuremenst, which are usually more prevalent near or
inside buildings, which can cause a bias in the data with higher uncertainties during a place visitation in
comparison to transporting or waiting at a bus stop. Lacking of a ground truth for where the participants
actually visited during the experiments, we tried to infer the visitations by using relative counts to enrich
the semantics of the stop episodes. We included the polygon POI if most of the stop points were inside it,
because if there were more stop points outside a building than inside, it is more likely that the actual stop
episode was also outside the building. However, a person stopping by a building could be linked to a
building in a case when the GPS measurements are biased.
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8.2 Incompleteness of OSM POIs
OSM POI data has gaps in terms of attribute annotation, geometry, and location. For example, the tag
‘building’ often does not entail other information, even if there are one or multiple functions. The data is
also sparser in the rural regions, which leads to lower granularities in the rural regions. Because OSM data
is user-generated, the data can be unsystematic or missing entirely, leading to the selection of the wrong
POIs during the stop episode enrichment.

8.3 Health indicators
The health indicators are slightly skewed, which is most likely due to the sampling. The nature of the
experiment required the participants to be relatively healthy with adequate mobility levels. When
combined with the sample size of 159, this results in slightly skewed sample towards a healthier sample
than would be otherwise. It is likely, that older adults with better health would have higher mobility, and
hence, the accessibility to places would not be accounted for in this study. Thus, the results must be
understood in the light that the mobility of the participants was relatively good. Thus the regression
analysis would be rather showing the differences within healthy older adults. It is also possible that the
skewed indicators affected the regression results.

8.4 The propagation of data quality to modeling
The noise in the raw trajectory data might have had an impact on the final models. The trajectory data
were decreased with the selection of the valid days for the Traj2Vec modeling. As there was insufficient
data input, the model might be undertrained. As our model assumes that the semantics are the same across
the participants, we used all the valid days to maximize the sampling size. However, the reduced sample
of valid days might have skewed the modeling of the Traj2Vec to certain participants’ trajectories, i.e.,
some of the semantics might have been mainly modeled only by few participants’ the trajectories.
The gaps in the GPS data may have propagated to trajectory segmentation. Although the gaps were
minimized and only valid days were taken for the analysis, some gaps in the data remain, and these may
have resulted in missing stop episodes in the trajectories. This might have then carried to place embedding
and the POI counts.
The gaps in the OSM data might have have caused some issues in the semantic enrichment, which
would have carried to the place modeling. If a POI had a wrong semantic label, due to missing or wrong
data, this would have affected the Traj2Vec modeling. Generally, the OSM data is more accurate, has
higher spatial coverage, and richer semantic information in the cities. Switzerland also has many open
sources for the infrastructure data, which is normally incorporated in the OSM data as well. However,
especially in rural areas, the data can be sparser, which can slightly distort the trajectories that are further
from cities.

8.5 Limitations due to movement modeling
There is variability in the data in the types of movements and stops which makes the trajectory
segmentation challenging. For example, walking in a park or walking to a swimming pool can be very
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similar in their physical attributes and thus difficult to separate into stops and moves. As we discussed in
the literature review, many researchers focus on one type of movement and the separation of moves based
on known movement types, such as driving or public transportation. There is no best practice for the
segmentation of the trajectory with this type of data and the results can vary based on the nature of the
trajectories. We used POSMIT with automatic variable detection to detect each person’s typical stops
aiming to ensure that we do not exclude frequent places that are commonly visited by a person.
The stop episodes are formed from waypoint clusters with a variety of densities in space. For example,
a stop episode at a park might have a much lower density than at a corner store. This has implications on
the semantic enrichment. Many of the existing semantic enrichment studies have tackled within urban POI
types and note that the effectiveness of different methods varies depending on the density of the POI types.
The semantic enrichment of this study was done relatively ‘cautiously’ by setting the count limits high
and distance limits fairly low. Because a high number of the observations was in relatively dense areas, a
relaxation in the rules would have led to more misclassified POIs. The drawback is that this often leads
the stops being linked with land use polygons and thus to a lower granularity. Future research could
investigate different POI enrichment methods in such diverse movement data.

9 Conclusions and future research
We have investigated the relationship between health and place visitations and found that there are
some places that have a positive association, e.g., green spaces and places related to exercises, while
others, e.g., fast food restaurants, have a negative association with health, which is in line with our
hypothesis. However, as predicted, it is not a simple linear correlation but varies between different places
and is especially pronounced in some types in comparison to others. Green spaces seemed to be most
consistently associated with increased health indicators. Other examples of place types related to health
are exercise or health care related.
The individual place type -based model had interesting findings: ‘forest’, ‘nature’, and ‘café’ were
associated with increased mental health and ‘fast food’ with decreased physical health. However, the
results were highly limited due to the high skewness of the place visitations. The influence of the
individual POI types was carried to the embedding-based clustering models with similar associations.
These findings were relatively similar to the ‘common sense’ clusters as well. In contrary to an initial
prediction, the variability and the total number of visited places did not have an association with health,
which could be an indication that only few place types have a relationship with health. As could be seen
from the ‘common sense’ multivariate regressions, these commonly associated semantics can encapsulate
some relationships between health and place visitations.
Between the different health indicators, there are some differences. Both mental and physical health
seem to be positively associated with green space visitations, based on different regression results.
Depressive symptoms are also negatively associated with exercise and positively with eating out. Indicator
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SF-12_01, which is the overall self-assessed health, seems to have the least associations with the place
visitations. This could imply that the associations between place visitations and health are not based on
how the person perceives their mobility and health.
Methodology-wise, we aimed to model the semantics of places using Traj2Vec, which however did
not increase the performance of our models. The ‘common sense’ clusters of places performed better in
terms of their explanatory power, interpretability, and significance. However, the comparisons of the
individual POI-model and the cluster models show the importance of clustering as means of reducing
skewness in the place visitations.
Thus, we call for more research in extracting the meaningful semantics of the places to discover the
relationship to health. The modeling of the places could also be done through another method than
Traj2Vec, such as place2vec or habit2vec. Place2vec would require some additional data, such as the
visitations of all places, which are not available for OSM data. Our models show that there are some
relationships with the visitation of certain places. Therefore it could be, that the Traj2Vec was not able to
capture this connection, but some other models might.
Other information could be incorporated into the data, possibly to improve the models. Some place
models use grids to combine similar places. For this research, it would have been challenging as there is
a great variety in terms of the data density over the regions. One approach could be to take the data only
from the Zurich region and divide this into grids. However, this would reduce the data further and could
leave out some important features, such as recreational visits to other parts of Switzerland. Another
approach would be to incorporate the time span of the ‘sentences’, i.e., including the temporal window
into the segmentation. In this research, this was not conducted as the stop episodes were detected to get
the correct frequency rather than the time span, which might have reduced the temporal size of some stops.
Also, as the data was relatively sparse, this would have required a more consistent temporal match between
the subjects.
Some of the semantics could not be derived from the data. For example, social interactions have been
found to be an important factor in health research. However, it is not very straightforward to derive from
the data as places most often do not entail sociality per se. In future research, the combination of places
and their sociality could be further explored.
This study is concerned with modeling the affordances of places, but it could be that the health is more
related to places with the definition of ‘sense of place’ where the individual attitudes and understandings
of the place formulate the relationship rather than the function. Within the theory of affordance, the
function that a place provides can differ between groups and individuals, as discussed in the literature.
However, Traj2Vec and Mot2vec incorporate semantics as a global variable. Bin et al. (2020) found that
Traj2Vec performs relatively well when using the group as an indicator but performs even better when
using a personalised model. Here the Traj2Vec modeling was done by aggregating a person’s all
visitations as sentences, but if there was a larger data, perhaps the skewness could be corrected by
aggregating days as sentences, which might change the clustering.
The models might be improved with additional data. The mobility behavior could have been affected
by other environmental factors besides what was accounted for in this study, such as accessibility, socio57
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economic status, etc. The POI detection models have also been called for using habit data to further
analyze the relationship with different other parameters such as weather, time of the day, weekday, season,
etc. (Krueger et al., 2015). For example, Gong et al. (2018) found that seasonality is important when
training a machine learning algorithm to detect stop purposes.
As discussed above, there are many ways in which the place visitation models could be improved. The
models aim to capture the meaningful semantics of the places, which can be highly challenging as there
can be an infinite number of semantics embedded in a place, but only some are meaningful. The
meaningfulness of the semantics also depends on the analysis, and the specific semantics might be
meaningful in one particular analysis but not in another. We found that there are correlations between
health in older adults and visitations of some place types. However, this relationship is complex and
requires further research.
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12 Appendix
A. Lists of tags to filter OSM
Land use polygons:
Include when key with any value: "landuse", "natural"
Polygons:
Not to include with key: ‘Amenity’: "fountain", "atm", "clock", "recycling", "vending_machine",
"bench", "water_point", "waste_transfer_station", "waste_disposal", "waste_basket", "post_box",
"phone_booth", "parking_space", "parking_entrance", "parking", "motorcycle_parking","fuel",
"bicycle_parking", "drinking_water"
Include when key with any value: "amenity", "building", "craft", "historic", "leisure", "military",
"office", "shop", "sport", "tourism"
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Include when 'other_tag' with the value: 'Amenity', Sport', 'Building', 'Craft', 'Historic', 'Leisure',
'Military', 'Office', 'Shop', 'Tourism', 'Waterway', 'Public_transport',
'"Emergency"=>"Ambulance_station"'
Points:
Not to include with key: ‘other_tags: '"amenity"=>"drinking_water"', '"amenity"=>"bicycle_parking"',
'"natural"=>"tree"', '"natural"=>"tree_row"', '"amenity"=>"fuel"', '"amenity"=>"grit_bin"',
'"amenity"=>"motorcycle_parking"', '"amenity"=>"parking"', '"amenity"=>"parking_entrance"',
'"amenity"=>"parking_space"', '"amenity"=>"atm"', '"amenity"=>"fountain"',
'"amenity"=>"phone_booth"', '"amenity"=>"post_box"', '"amenity"=>"waste_basket"',
'"amenity"=>"waste_disposal"', '"amenity"=>"waste_transfer_station"', '"amenity"=>"watering_place"',
'"amenity"=>"water_point"', '"amenity"=>"bench"', '"amenity"=>"vending_machine"',
'"amenity"=>"recycling"', '"amenity"=>"clock"', '"information"=>"quidepost"'
To include with key: ‘other_tags : 'amenity', 'sport', 'building', 'craft', 'historic', 'leisure', 'military', 'office',
'shop', 'tourism', 'waterway', 'public_transport', '"emergency"=>"ambulance_station"', 'natural'

B. Hierarchy of the OSM tags
•
•
•

Keys in column ‘other_tags’: ['building', 'garden']
Tags in column ‘other_tags’: ['emergency', 'military', 'waterway', 'natural', "historic",
'public_transport', 'tourism', 'leisure', 'amenity', 'craft', 'office', 'shop', 'sport',]
Column names as keys: ["building", "landuse", "natural", "military", "historic", "tourism", "leisure",
"amenity", "craft", "office", "shop", "sport"] *

*Note: as the hierarchy substitutes the information if more relevant information is available, the more
important tags are towards the end.

C. ‘Common sense’ clusters
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'Green/blue-space': ['leisure park','leisure nature_reserve', 'landuse forest', 'landuse meadow', 'natural
water', 'leisure playground'],
'Exercise': ['amenity swimming', 'sport swimming', 'leisure golf_course', 'leisure sports_centre',
'landuse winter_sports', 'sport tennis', 'sport gymnastics'],
'Education': ['amenity school', 'amenity kindergarten'],
'Residential/Building': ['landuse residential','building', 'building apartments', 'building farm'],
'Health': ['amenity hospital','amenity social_facility', 'amenity pharmacy', 'amenity retirement_home',
'amenity doctors'],
'Retail': ['shop kiosk', 'shop bakery', 'landuse commercial', 'landuse retail', 'shop chemist', 'amenity
post_office', 'shop supermarket', 'shop clothes', 'shop electronics', 'shop hairdresser'],
'Eating out': ['amenity cafe', 'amenity restaurant', 'amenity fast_food', 'amenity bar'],
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'Tourism': ['tourism guest_house','tourism information', 'tourism artwork', 'tourism hotel', 'tourism
viewpoint'],
'Public transport': ['public_transport stop_position', 'public_transport platform', 'landuse railway',
'public_transport station'],
'Micellaneous': ['landuse allotments','landuse industrial', 'amenity place_of_worship', 'amenity bank',
'leisure common', 'amenity car_sharing', 'landuse cemetery', 'landuse farmyard']

D. Clusters included after omitting too skewed clusters
30-clusters
19
15
24
23
8
1
5
0
7
13
16
11

20-clusters

14-clusters

0
1
3
4
5
8
11
14
15
16
19

0
1
2
4
6
7
8
9
11
12

8-clusters
0
2
3
4
5
7

E. All the clusters and the tags

30-clusters
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

amenity fast_food
landuse industrial
amenity pharmacy
leisure playground
sport tennis
shop electronics
landuse forest
tourism museum
amenity
2 place_of_worship
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20-clusters
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

building apartments
landuse commercial
landuse winter_sports
amenity social_facility
amenity hospital
tourism guest_house
shop bakery
landuse railway
amenity car_sharing
building residential

14-clusters
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

amenity
social_facility
amenity hospital
tourism
guest_house
landuse
allotments
shop clothes
shop bakery
shop chemist

8-clusters
0 amenity restaurant
public_transport
0 platform
0 amenity school
0 leisure park
0 shop kiosk
0 amenity fast_food
0 sport swimming
0 landuse industrial
0 shop supermarket
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2 natural water
3 landuse commercial
landuse
3 winter_sports
4 tourism hotel
amenity
5 social_facility
5 amenity hospital
5 shop bakery
5 landuse railway
6 landuse allotments
6 amenity doctors
7 amenity cafe
7 sport gymnastics
7 tourism viewpoint
public_transport
8 platform
8 leisure park
8 landuse meadow
9 amenity post_office
10 leisure golf_course
amenity
11 kindergarten
11 shop hairdresser
public_transport
11 station
12 amenity car_sharing
12 building residential
13 shop supermarket
13 landuse cemetery
amenity
14 retirement_home
15 building
16 landuse retail
16 amenity bank
16 landuse farmyard
17 building farm
leisure
18 sports_centre
19 landuse residential
20 building apartments
21 sport swimming
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2 leisure golf_course
amenity
2 retirement_home
3 amenity restaurant
3 amenity school
4 landuse forest
4 tourism museum
5 amenity cafe
5 sport gymnastics
amenity
5 kindergarten
5 tourism viewpoint
5 shop hairdresser
public_transport
5 station
6 shop clothes
6 amenity bar
7 landuse allotments
7 shop chemist
7 leisure common
7 amenity doctors
public_transport
8 platform
8 leisure park
8 landuse meadow
9 amenity post_office
10 sport swimming
leisure
11 nature_reserve
12 shop kiosk
12 tourism hotel
amenity
13 place_of_worship
13 natural water
14 shop supermarket
14 landuse retail
14 amenity bank
14 landuse cemetery
14 landuse farmyard
15 building
16 amenity fast_food
16 landuse industrial
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0 landuse railway
0 leisure common
0 amenity bar
amenity
0 car_sharing
0 building residential
0 amenity doctors
public_transport
1 platform
1 leisure park
1 shop kiosk
1 amenity fast_food
1 landuse industrial
1 landuse meadow
1 amenity pharmacy
1 leisure playground
1 tourism hotel
1 sport tennis
1 shop electronics
2 amenity restaurant
2 amenity school
2 amenity post_office
3 building farm
leisure
3 sports_centre
4 landuse forest
4 tourism museum
5 leisure golf_course
amenity
5 retirement_home
6 shop supermarket
6 landuse retail
6 amenity bank
6 landuse cemetery
6 landuse farmyard
7 building
8 building apartments
8 landuse commercial
landuse
8 winter_sports
9 landuse residential
10 sport swimming

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

landuse retail
landuse meadow
amenity post_office
amenity bank
amenity pharmacy
leisure playground
tourism hotel
sport tennis
shop electronics
landuse cemetery
landuse farmyard
building farm
leisure golf_course
leisure
sports_centre
amenity
retirement_home
landuse forest
amenity
social_facility
amenity cafe
amenity hospital
tourism
guest_house
landuse allotments
shop clothes
shop bakery
shop chemist
landuse railway
sport gymnastics
leisure common
amenity
kindergarten
amenity bar
amenity
car_sharing
tourism museum
tourism viewpoint
building residential
shop hairdresser
public_transport
station
amenity doctors
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tourism
22 guest_house
leisure
23 nature_reserve
24 amenity restaurant
25 amenity school
26 shop clothes
27 amenity bar
28 shop chemist
28 leisure common
29 shop kiosk

16
16
16
16
17

amenity pharmacy
leisure playground
sport tennis
shop electronics
building farm
leisure
18 sports_centre
19 landuse residential
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leisure
11 nature_reserve
12 amenity cafe
12 sport gymnastics
amenity
12 kindergarten
12 tourism viewpoint
12 shop hairdresser
public_transport
12 station
amenity
13 place_of_worship
13 natural water

F. List of abbreviations
OSM: OpenStreetMap
POI: Point of Interest
HMM: Hidden Markov Model
POSMIT: Probability of Stops and Moves in Trajectories -method
SE Clustering: Semantic Episode Clustering
NN: Nearest Neighbour -approach
SF-12: short-form health survey
SF-12_01: SF-12 question of self-assessed health
ADS: Depressive Symptoms Score
hd: a spatial stop variance parameter (see: POSMIT)
hi: index search bandwidth parameter (see: POSMIT)
CBOW : Continuous Bag of Words
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3 building apartments
3 landuse commercial
landuse
3 winter_sports
4 landuse residential
leisure
5 nature_reserve
amenity
6 place_of_worship
6 natural water
7 building
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G. Pseudo code
Semantic enrichment
1. FOR person IN participants:
2.
FOR Estop IN Tst:
3.
FOR Pstop IN Pstops:
4.
NN point POI
5.
Intersect poly POI
6.
Intersect land use poly POI
7.
ENDFOR
8.
Point POI = MAX((COUNT Point POIs))
9.
Poly POI = MAX((COUNT Poly POIs))
10.
Land use POI = MAX(COUNT(Land use POIs))
11.
IF (MED_DIST(Point POI) < 15 AND COUNT(Point POI) > 180 AND COUNT(Point
POI) > 0.5*COUNT(Poly POI)):
12.
Esem = Point POI
13.
ELSEIF (COUNT(Point POI) < COUNT(Poly POI)):
14.
Esem = Poly POI
15.
ELSEIF (MED_DIST(Point POI) < 30 AND COUNT(Point POI) > COUNT(Poly
POI)*0.9)
16.
POEsemI = Point POI
17.
ELSEIF (Poly POI == NA AND Land use POI == NA):
18.
Esem = Point POI
19.
ELSEIF (Point POI == NA AND Land use POI == NA):
20.
Esem = Poly POI
21.
ELSEIF (COUNT(Poly POI) > COUNT(Land use POI)*0.5)
22.
Esem = Poly POI
23.
ELSEIF (Esem != Poly POI AND Esem != Point POI)
24.
Esem = Land use POI
25.
RETURN(Esem)
26. ENDFOR
27. Tsem = CONCAT(Esem)
28. RETURN(Tsem)
29. ENDFOR
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